Match Set Love introduces Refresh │ The
Spring 2017 Collection
Refresh your Walls this Spring with Good Vibes and Cool Design from Match Set Loves First
Collection for 2017.
ERFURT, THURINGIA, GERMANY, January 16, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- As the first Snowdrop
flowers are making their way through the snow and gently but persistent throwing off their heavy
winter’s blanket to announce the blooming of Spring; signifying hope, optimism and rebirth, Match Set
Love brings you their latest Collection, aptly named Refresh.
Bursting with bold fonts, monochrome love and a focus on fruit, the Refresh Spring 2017 Collection is
as fresh as that first bite into a crispy pear or sweet watermelon. Sweet juice running down your chin.
The new Match Set Love Range includes 19 new products with many of these wonderfully matching
the bestselling base range currently in store. The newly introduced Wall Hanging Flag made from
100% white cotton is a definite favourite. The print is achieved by transferring vinyl in either black or
gold using heat. The set is finished off with a cute bamboo knitting needle and matching bakers twine
for hanging purposes.
Pretty little pears and graphic watermelons await to adorn your walls or any other smooth surface
(glass, plastic, mirror, tile etc.). It is quick to apply and best of all, it is not a lifelong commitment.
When you are ready to let go, you can simply peel them off as the high-quality wall vinyl is removable.
Match them with the above-mentioned wall flags or a Printable Typography Poster and you have a
décor combination ready to delight.
“Words are powerful and the messages we surround ourselves with are vitally important… Life can
sometimes be so hard. I want my clients to smile every time they look at their décor and know that
everything will be ok!” says designer Liezel Glaubitz. The wording for the current range has been
chosen with care. ‘Good vibes only’ & ‘Wonderful’ are the foundation around which this range that
consists of Wall Hanging Flags, Printable Wall Art Posters & Wall Decals has been crafted; all to
create alluring focus points.
The most popular colours for the season remain black and white as Monochrome, and Scandinavian
design is still trending. Metallic neutral gold, fresh mint, pink and the new kid on the block Greenery
are the perfect colours for spring. We expect to see a lot more of this fresh, bright green that many of
us might have to get used to, as it was announced the Pantone chosen colour of the year for 2017.
The prices for the décor items in this new collection ranges from EUR3.50 to EUR60.00.
Each order is lovingly packaged with great care before sent on their journey around the globe.
Creating inspiring spaces all over the world.
Click here to see the collection.
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